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In this article, Zoë Burkholder explores the historical interplay of the emergence of
tolerance education in the United States and the rise of black educational activism in Boston. By uncovering a pointed lack of tolerance education in Boston and
a widespread promotion of tolerance education in other cities in the early half of
the twentieth century, the author reveals how racial, historical, and political factors
complicated tolerance education’s local implementation in Boston. Informed by local
racialized politics in the 1940s, the predominantly Irish Catholic teaching force in
Boston declined to teach lessons on racial tolerance that were popular nationwide
during World War II. Burkholder argues that this site of active teacher resistance
against tolerance education provided fertile ground for black educational activism in
Boston during the civil rights movement. These findings presage the well-documented
virulence of white protest to school integration in Boston and complicate our understanding of integration in today’s educational context.
According to urban legend in the 1930s, a white teacher walked into a classroom in a large northern city where most of the students were black and said,
“Boys, let me tell you the story of a real boy.” As quick as a wink, one little
black boy stood up and said, “Miss, if it’s about a black boy, all right, but if it’s
about a white boy, I don’t want to hear it, because I can read about them any
time in my books” (Crosson, 1933, p. 253).
In 1933, one of Boston’s few black teachers, Wilhelmina Crosson, related
this tale to readers of the Elementary English Review. Crosson wanted to convince her colleagues to include literature by and about African Americans in
their classes, a strategy she believed would improve the academic achievement
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What he wanted was to hear something about the achievements of his own race.
Evidently, he had been given a knowledge of the other fellow’s achievements
and progress and when he tried to emulate them he found it was like the slipper
which Cinderella’s sisters tried on—it didn’t fit. (p. 249)

Drawing on trendy national programs of Negro history and intercultural education, Crosson worked throughout the 1930s as an educational activist committed to improving the academic achievement of black students in Boston.
Despite the hard work of early black educational activists like Wilhelmina
Crosson, it appears that tolerance education never gained traction in the city
of Boston. Drawing on local and national teaching journals, the black and
white press, and archival sources from the Boston School Committee and local
government commissions, I argue that Boston teachers in the 1940s chose not
to teach racial tolerance despite strong political support for tolerance programming in Massachusetts. Although it is challenging to prove why historical
actors chose not to do something, I contend that Boston schools did not teach
racial tolerance because a majority of the Irish Catholics who dominated the
school system did not support the political mandates of anti-prejudice programming. In conclusion, I consider how the dearth of tolerance programming in Boston both reflected and engendered white hostility toward school
integration in later decades. I suggest that the blatantly racist policies of the
Boston School Committee throughout the mid–twentieth century helped
sharpen the critique of black educational activists, who focused their attack on
the structural foundations of racial inequality in the city’s public schools.
While historians have studied the development and implementation of tolerance education in American schools in the 1930s, 1940s, and early 1950s, it
remains unclear how these programs influenced later efforts at school integration in the 1960s and 1970s (Banks, 1996, 2005; Dagbovie, 2007; Goggin,
1997; Johanek, 2006; Johnson, 2003; Pak, 2001, 2002; Perlstein, 1999; Selig,
2008; Shaffer, 1996; Zimmerman, 2004). Boston provides an interesting case
study precisely because the city resisted tolerance programming in the 1940s
and then became the site of epic battles over school integration in the early
1970s. Connecting the dots between these two seemingly disparate moments
in educational history reveals that intercultural education may have had more
important and durable consequences than historians have recognized. These
connections also shed light on the development of black educational grassroots activism and the role of public schools in the long civil rights movement
in the urban North.
Only recently has the full story of black educational activism in Boston begun
to emerge in scholarship on civil rights history and northern school desegre-
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of black students and promote tolerance of black students by their white peers.
Crosson used this particular story to drive home her point that black children learned better if they studied African American achievements in school.
Explaining the boy’s comments, she elaborated:

From Forced Tolerance to Forced Busing
zoë burkholder
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gation. Because historians focused so narrowly on explaining the explosion of
white racism that accompanied court-ordered school desegregation in 1974,
they failed to consider the role of civil rights activists who petitioned for integrated schools in the first place. A majority of the scholarship on “forced busing” is premised on the assumption that violent white resistance to integrated
public schools was surprising in the supposedly moderate and tolerant urban
northeast, especially in Boston, the famed cradle of democracy (Berg & Berg,
1981; Formisano, 1991; Lukas, 1985; Lupo, 1977; Metcalf, 1983; Nelson, 2005;
Taylor, 1998). Thanks to recent scholarship by historians like Thomas Sugrue and Davison Douglas, we are beginning to understand that racial segregation in northern public schools was more pervasive, durable, and intentional than previously believed (Biondi, 2003; Dougherty, 1998; Douglas, 2005;
Hall, 2005; Moss, 2009; Sugrue, 2008; Sullivan, 2009; Theoharis & Woodward,
2003). What is more, historical scholarship on Boston has shifted away from
trying to rationalize white racism as a natural outcome of social class antagonism in order to highlight the work of black educational activists, particularly
women, beginning in the early 1950s (Cronin, 2008; Johnson, 2004; Kaufman,
1991; Theoharis, 2001, 2005).
A historical analysis of racialized politics in Boston’s public schools in the
decades preceding school desegregation illustrates a complex interplay among
race, class, and ethnicity that centered on access to power. Teachers’ open
defiance of tolerance education served as a public display of Irish Catholic
political power meant to intimidate local racialized minorities, especially African Americans and Jews. Because white Irish Catholics overwhelmingly dominated Boston schools and politics, they were able to draw on institutionalized
power to resist tolerance decrees. At the same time, this flaunting of political
clout served as a critical lesson for local African Americans; it helped motivate
black parents and civil rights activists to organize and challenge racial discrimination in the public schools.
This particular chapter in the history of race relations and civil rights activism in Boston illuminates the different ways that working and middle-class
whites worked to consolidate both their white racial identity and their political
power over nonwhites in the aftermath of World War II. As Sugrue (1995) and
others (Diamond, 2009; Gerstle, 1995; Kazin, 1995) have noted, beginning in
the 1940s, white politicians in the urban North drew on a combined sense of
racial antipathy and a growing skepticism about liberalism to mobilize white
voters. While we are beginning to understand more clearly how this played
out in places like Oakland, Detroit, Chicago, Newark, and Philadelphia—especially in terms of housing, recreational facilities, and jobs—we still know
very little about how and why power struggles over public schools in the postwar era buttressed white supremacy (Bauman, 1987; Countryman, 2007; Diamond, 2009; Hirsch, 1983; Mumford, 2007; Self, 2003; Sugrue, 1996). In this
article, I argue that Boston teachers never accepted the postwar racial liberalism that made special lessons on tolerance popular in other parts of the coun-
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try. Instead, white teachers in Boston may have chosen this moment to signal
their departure from the New Deal order and its implied class-based solidarity
in favor of a specifically racialized form of urban politics that would explicitly reinforce segregation and inequality in the public schools (Cohen, 1990;
Fraser & Gerstle, 1989; Korstad & Lichtenstein, 1988).
Rejecting intercultural education in the 1940s, therefore, had more serious
consequences than simple political grandstanding by white Bostonians. While
historians have rightly questioned whether or not tolerance education had
any discernable impact on individual racial prejudice during this era, as yet
no scholar has investigated how tolerance education influenced the process
of school integration in the decades that followed (Banks, 2005; Pak, 2002;
Selig, 2008). I contend that wartime lessons on racial tolerance were significant not because they made students less racist but, instead, because intercultural education helped usher in a new educational discourse on race that
defined “educated” citizens as “racially tolerant.” Because tolerance for racial
diversity was correlated with democratic citizenship in the postwar era, speaking or acting in blatantly racist ways was viewed as socially unacceptable (Burk
holder, 2010). Teaching journals reminded teachers to model racially tolerant language and behavior in the classroom, and students reprimanded each
other for using derogatory racial epithets or referencing unflattering racial
stereotypes. In this sense, whether or not teachers or students were racially
prejudiced does not have as much significance as the notion that, in order to
perform as “educated” American citizens, both teachers and students had to
learn to modify their racial etiquette (Burkholder, 2008, 2010; Lasch-Quinn,
2001; Ritterhouse, 2006).
To examine intercultural education in Boston and its influence on black
educational activism and school integration efforts in later decades, I trace
the rise of tolerance programming to explain why it failed to gain traction
inside of Boston classrooms. I interpret the rise in black educational activism
in Boston as a paradigmatic shift in educational reform and racialized politics beginning in the 1950s. Instead of asking white teachers and students to
be more tolerant of racial diversity, as Wilhelmina Crosson did in the 1930s,
a new generation of black educational activists in the 1950s chose to address
the structural inequalities that relegated black students to starkly segregated
and unequal public schools. In the 1960s, these different strands of educational politics in Boston collided as black educational activists drew on the
moral authority of the civil rights movement to demand integrated schools as
the best remedy to persistent educational inequalities. In turn, Irish Catholic educational authorities in Boston interpreted these demands as an ideal
opportunity to mobilize white political support by refusing to give even token
concessions to civil rights activists. As the black civil rights movement gained
momentum across the nation, this power struggle only intensified, setting the
stage for angry, violent, and very public confrontations that emerged alongside of court-mandated school integration in Boston in 1974 and 1975.

From Forced Tolerance to Forced Busing
zoë burkholder

World War II and Tolerance Education

The tense atmosphere created in the world at large is reflected in the classroom.
The pupils, reading the newspapers and hearing it discussed at home, are aware
of the ill feeling between the Jew and the German, the Chinese and Japanese and
other nationalistic groups. (Fine, 1938, p. 46)

The popularity of tolerance education surged after American entry into the
war following Pearl Harbor (Dorn, 2007; Fleegler, 2008; Giordano, 2004). 1
Religious leaders, educators, and politicians stressed tolerance as a central
tenet of democracy, a theme that was echoed through tolerance rallies and the
distribution of ten million “badge of tolerance” buttons to citizens nationwide
by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.2 Politicians and school
administrators agreed with President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s proclamation
that “we should renew our fealty to the principles of tolerance and equality
forever embodied in our Declaration of Independence” (“Roosevelt Backs Tolerance Drive,” 1939, p. 4). Tolerance education proliferated in the nation’s
public and private schools with the support of nearly every educational association, many of which contextualized their work as the educational contribution to the war front.3 Teachers from across the country echoed the rallying
cry: “The schools are the battleground on which the issue of racial tolerance
is now being fought” (Glicksberg, 1945, p. 4).
Inside American classrooms, wartime intercultural education typically consisted of two components. First, teachers taught about the history, folklife, and
special contributions of minority groups like Jews, Italians, Chinese, and African Americans to American life. Second, teachers taught about the scientific
definition of race in order to make a cautious case for racial egalitarianism
with texts like anthropologists Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish’s “The Races of
Mankind” (1943).4 This curriculum expanded in the 1950s with financial support from Jewish and African American organizations coupled with enthusi-
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The story of what I call “forced tolerance” in Boston public schools is remarkable if only because of the tremendous popularity of tolerance education in
schools across the country in the 1940s. Dating back to the 1920s, programs of
intercultural or intergroup education exploded onto the national scene alongside the outbreak of war in Europe in 1939. In New York City—an urban, liberal match to Boston—educators and social reformers worked together with
the American Jewish Committee and the Service Bureau for Intercultural Education to distribute classroom materials designed to reduce white students’
racial prejudice and to fortify the self-esteem of minority students (Banks,
1996; Burkholder, 2010; Fleegler, 2008; Johnson, 2004; Montalto, 1982; Pak,
2002; Svonkin, 1997). Following an outbreak of violence among the city’s
youngest citizens, the New York City Board of Education passed a resolution
in 1938 requiring all schools to provide instruction in racial tolerance. The following year, the New York Times reported favorably on this initiative, noting:

Harvard Educational Review

Boston Schools and the Great Depression
To understand why Boston teachers resisted teaching racial tolerance in the
1940s, we must look back to the 1930s, when the Great Depression swept
through the city of Boston “with the force of a hurricane” (Cronin, 2008, p.
37). Unemployment was rampant, especially among the city’s most vulnerable
African American and Italian minorities. As in other cities, a ravaged tax base
meant severe limitations on public school expenditures, and new construction
and teacher hiring were essentially frozen for more than a decade (Tyack,
Lowe, & Hansot, 1984). It was at this point that the Boston public schools
started on a troubling decline that was exacerbated by “irreparable losses in
family loyalty to the schools” (Cronin, 2008, p. 47). For the most part, those
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asm by various teacher educators and academics. What is more, leading social
scientists worked directly with teachers to create pamphlets, posters, textbooks,
movies, and children’s books for classroom use, so that teachers could become
better positioned to undermine unwanted racial prejudice early in children’s
lives, before it had a chance to take root. The goal of all this intercultural education was to secure American unity, especially between the white majority and
“colored” minorities in the wake of “race riots” in 1943, and to insulate American citizenry from pseudoscientific racism emanating from Nazi Germany
(Burkholder, 2010; Fleegler, 2008; Takaki, 2000, pp. 50–57).
Across the country, teachers published hundreds of firsthand accounts of
teaching racial tolerance in popular teaching journals. Published by local and
national educational associations and nonprofit groups, teaching journals like
the English Journal, Elementary English Review, Science Teacher, Social Studies, Social
Education, NEA Journal, American Unity, and Common Ground modeled exemplary
professional teaching. An analysis of these teaching journals demonstrates the
creative ways that teachers taught racial tolerance across grade levels during
World War II (Burkholder, 2008). By 1945, reformers had secured funding
for two new organizations dedicated to intercultural education: the Project in
Intergroup Education in Cooperating Schools at the University of Chicago and
the College Study in Intergroup Relations at Wayne State University in Detroit
(Banks, 1996). Meanwhile, New York City’s Bureau for Intercultural Education
had opened a West Coast office in San Francisco and was running a workshop
for future teachers at Stanford University’s School of Education (Cole, Quillen, & Wise, 1946). During the same period, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) hired an educator to travel the
country and promote intercultural education in hundreds of schools (Stewart, 1999; Zimmerman, 2004). By the end of the war, the National Education
Association claimed that nearly every school district in the United States had
implemented some form of intercultural education (Shapiro, 1946).5 Every
school district in the country, as we shall see, except Boston.

From Forced Tolerance to Forced Busing
zoë burkholder
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middle-class families that could leave the Boston public school system after
1935 did so and never looked back (Trout, 1977).
Political changes corresponded with the new material realities of the Great
Depression. After 1930, the informal consensus that the Boston School Committee should be governed by two Catholics, two Protestants, and one Jew
evaporated; Irish Catholics effectively took over school governance, including
control of teacher education and hiring practices. Middle-class Jews and Protestants continued the exodus to the suburbs that had begun at the turn of the
twentieth century. Working-class Jewish, Irish, Italian, and black Bostonians
had no such luxury, especially blacks, who were denied access to housing outside of red-lined neighborhoods within the city (Cronin, 2008; Gamm, 2001).
While Boston’s black population increased from 11,300 in 1910 to 23,000 in
1940, black citizens still represented only 3.1 percent of the city’s total population, or what one historian characterized as “hardly a blip on the electoral
screen” (Deutsch, 2004, p. 193). Boston’s diverse black communities included
families dating back to the early 1800s, as well as more recent migrants from
Virginia and the Caribbean (Cronin, 2008; Lukas, 1985). Residential discrimination meant that by 1940 Boston blacks were consolidated in the South
End and the northern part of Roxbury. This same year, Boston had the thirdhighest unemployment rate in the nation, with blacks more than twice as likely
as whites to be out of work (Trout, 1977). Within this economic and residential
segregation, black Bostonians created jobs and forged powerful community
ties through vibrant neighborhood institutions such as churches, shops, restaurants, settlement houses, social clubs, and a bank (Deutsch, 2004, p. 194).
As residential segregation and overcrowding expanded over the course of
the 1930s, unemployment skyrocketed, health care declined, and the quality
of schools deteriorated, especially in black neighborhoods. In response, black
leaders began to organize to address and solve these problems. As black community organizing revived, the local branch of the NAACP in Boston grew from
a “virtually moribund” organization in the early 1930s, with fewer than one
hundred members, to a powerful organization with an interracial membership
of more than two thousand by 1940 (Deutsch, 2004, p. 192).6 As early as 1937,
the Boston NAACP held a mass meeting to protest educational inequalities in
the public schools. Although public officials failed to respond to this protest,
it is significant that educational equality was of special concern to Boston activists in the midst of the Great Depression. Educational activism by the NAACP
in Boston paralleled the work of local chapters in places like New York City in
the mid-1930s. Notably, however, while black educational activists in other cities won gains, including expansive tolerance programming, black educational
activists in Boston failed to win any recognition from the school board or local
government for more than a decade. Educational activists in New York enjoyed
the support of a large interracial civil rights community, dedicated interest of
local academics and educators, and the support of at least one teachers’ union

Harvard Educational Review

Promoting Racial Tolerance in Massachusetts
As in other cities, the arrival of the Second World War began to revive Boston’s stagnant economy and offered new employment opportunities. The war
also heightened ethnic tensions worn thin from the prolonged economic
depression. In 1943, the governor of Massachusetts created a special Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding to cope with local interracial violence.7 Organized in the midst of World War II, city commissions like this one
popped up across the country to alleviate deteriorating race relations, which
were increasingly punctuated by violent “race riots” in industrial areas. Most of
these committees were intended to deal with racial strife between whites and
African Americans or Mexican Americans as cities negotiated waves of new
arrivals who competed for limited housing, schools, and jobs in the booming
wartime economy (Capeci, 1977; Capeci & Wilkerson, 1991; Jackson, 1990; Jeffries, 1996; Kennedy, 1999; O’Neil, 1998; Pagán, 2003; Sitkoff, 1971; Sullivan,
2009; Takaki, 2000, pp. 50–57).
In Boston, however, the Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious
Understanding was not designed to deal with black-white race relations; instead,
it was used to confront prolonged and particularly violent anti-Semitism.
In the fall of 1943, the New York City newspaper PM published a lurid exposé
of vicious attacks on Boston Jews that were taking place, quite literally, under
the disinterested gaze of local police. Headlines like “Christian Front Hoodlums Terrorize Boston Jews” ricocheted through the Boston dailies. Both the
governor and the Boston chief of police adamantly denied the allegations
(Beichman, 1943a, 1943b, 1943c; Yablonsky, 1943). The stories were true,
however, and once the cover was blown, newspapers overflowed with personal
testimonies from dozens of Boston Jews describing gangs of young Irish Catholics vandalizing synagogues and attacking Jewish women and children in broad
daylight (Beichman, 1943a, p. 5). Besides creating the new Committee for
Racial and Religious Understanding, the Boston School Committee considered a proposal to teach a new curriculum on “interracial good will.” Tellingly, however, the proposal ran into trouble immediately when city council
members protested that such a curriculum “implies the existence of racial
discrimination in Boston” (“Boston School Group,” 1943, p. 2). By refusing
to acknowledge that racial discrimination existed in Boston, local white politi-
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(Biondi, 2003; Johnson, 2002; Markowitz, 1993; Selig, 2008; Sullivan, 2009;
Svonkin, 1997). In contrast, even though local government officials supported
tolerance education in the public schools, black educational activists in Boston did not have a broad enough civil rights coalition with sympathetic groups
such as Jews, progressive educators, or labor unions to win concessions from
a public school system dominated by Irish Catholic politicians before World
War II (Cronin, 2008).

From Forced Tolerance to Forced Busing
zoë burkholder

Since the Committee feels that Intercultural Education in the schools includes
those teaching and procedures which aim definitely at the promotion of intergroup understanding, respect and good will, the Committee has tried to reach as
many schools systems as possible in order to help develop this work.12

Working with local organizations, including the New England Area of
the Institute for American Democracy and the New England regional office
of Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, the committee positioned itself
as a facilitator for grassroots efforts to fight prejudice through social clubs,
churches, synagogues, and schools and explicitly rejected the idea that tolerance could be forced onto unwilling audiences.
The committee’s successful work, which downplayed questions of structural inequality in favor of a focus on individual prejudice, led the governor
to expand it into the renamed Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimi-
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cians evaded responsibility for addressing, much less altering, profound racial
inequalities in housing, employment, and education.
For this reason, the newly formed Governor’s Committee for Racial and
Religious Understanding focused squarely on the problem of anti-Semitism,
and in particular Catholic-Jewish strife in certain neighborhoods, but downplayed the existence of “racial discrimination” against African Americans.
Mildred H. Mahoney, the wife of a prominent intercultural educator at Boston University, was hired to chair the committee and oversee its daily work. A
trained educator with an undergraduate degree from Boston University and a
master’s degree from Radcliffe College, this white woman believed that the art
of persuasion was the best remedy for racial prejudice.8 Under her guidance,
the committee began training police officers in proper intercultural relations
and hosted intercultural education workshops at local universities, including
Boston University, Harvard, and Wellesley. While these intercultural workshops included careful consideration of “The Negro Situation in the Local
Area,” the focus was on dampening the most objectionable forms of violence
and discrimination against Jews (Taba, 1945). Not surprisingly, there is little
indication the committee worked directly with black community leaders in
Boston to alleviate problems of antiblack discrimination in education, housing, or employment.9
Asking teachers to promote racial tolerance through intercultural education served as the committee’s primary strategy to mitigate racial prejudice.
Archival documents suggest that while some Massachusetts schools already had
programs of tolerance education in place by 1944, Boston schools did not.10
Reflecting on the new decree to teach tolerance education, one Boston principal cautioned, “As none had ever taken a course in Intercultural Education
I knew it was going to be difficult to put this over.” 11 Nevertheless, the committee worked to make intercultural education the centerpiece of its efforts to
persuade local whites to be more tolerant, announcing in 1946,

Harvard Educational Review

In the Malden Junior High Schools and Senior High School, special units were
developed for specific classes. Thus, history lends itself easily to explanations and
illustrations of the heritage and contributions of every nationality, religious, and
racial group. Biology can be utilized very neatly for instruction and discussion
of distorted race concepts and their utter lack of foundation in scientific fact.
English classes can be utilized through assigned readings. One cannot read of
the life of George Washington Carver or the beautiful poetry of Countee Cullen
without developing admiration for the creativity of Negroes.17

This example illustrates that intercultural education after 1943 typically
worked to reduce prejudice against blacks, even in suburbs in Massachusetts
that were home to very few blacks. In the City of Boston, however, it appears
that teachers declined to promote tolerance for blacks, Jews, or any other
minority group.
In addition to teacher training, MCAD created and distributed anti-prejudice
materials for local teachers, including the Scrapbook for Teachers published in
1946, 1948, and 1950. Packed with information on the psychological, anthropological, and economic bases of racial prejudice, the Scrapbook was designed
to help teachers understand social science theories of racism so that they
could better implement intercultural education in the classroom. Containing
abridged versions of the most popular intercultural texts on the market, the
Scrapbook included excerpts from “The ABC’s of Prejudice,” Ruth Benedict and
Gene Weltfish’s The Races of Mankind, Carey McWilliam’s “What About Our
Japanese-Americans,” Alfred McClung Lee’s “Race Riots Aren’t Necessary,”
Thomas Doyle’s “The Sin of Anti-Semitism,” Maxwell Stewart’s “The Negro in
America,” and Gordon W. Allport’s “Is Intergroup Education Possible?” While
Chairman Mahoney insisted the Scrapbook was in “great demand” from teach302
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nation (MCAD) in 1946, where Mildred Mahoney would continue to serve as
chair until 1964.13 In addition to tolerance programming, MCAD was charged
with upholding the Massachusetts Fair Employment Practices Law of 1946 and
the Massachusetts Fair Educational Practices Act of 1949, which prohibited
discrimination on the basis of race, color, religious creed, national origin, or
ancestry in the workplace and in schools.14
Besides considering hundreds of complaints associated with these antidiscrimination laws, MCAD promoted tolerance education, which was now “well
underway” in more than fifty Massachusetts school districts. MCAD expanded
this work through radio programming, a statewide intercultural education
workshop in Bridgewater, and teacher training programs in Chicopee, North
Adams, and North Andover.15 Meanwhile, local organizations, including the
Cambridge Community Relations Committee and the Cambridge Teachers
Association, sponsored a public lecture by Margaret Mead, the “world famous
anthropologist and expert on prejudice” (Burkholder, 2008).16 Vivid descriptions of classroom activities in Malden, Cambridge, Newton, Chelsea, Revere,
Belmont, and Lynn leave no doubt that in the towns surrounding Boston,
intercultural education was all the rage. For instance:

From Forced Tolerance to Forced Busing
zoë burkholder

Victory will not of itself automatically establish a democracy based upon freedom, equality, and brotherhood. Children in our schools must learn that discrimination based upon racial or religious grounds threatens the security of all
groups; that our culture is the result of contributions from the many groups that
compromise America; that all of us belong to minority groups—religious, racial,
political, or economic—but such membership should not affect our relationship
to a larger group.19

Two years later, the annual report revealed that administrators were having difficulty convincing teachers to promote the new curriculum, noting that “courses and lectures concerning racial and cultural understandings are becoming available to teachers but they are limited in amount and
effectiveness.”20 Although the superintendent’s reports in the next decades
failed to report directly on programs of tolerance education in local schools,
three different photographs, two from 1947 and one from 1952, documented
intercultural education in practice. In a 1947 photograph, schoolchildren are
shown dressed in “costumes of other nations,” while the two additional photographs depict “intercultural” exhibits featuring dolls and books from foreign
lands.21 While it is clear that the superintendent’s office offered moderate
support for tolerance programming, it is less clear how extensive such lessons
were inside of Boston classrooms during this era.

Tolerance Education in the Boston Public Schools
To locate firsthand accounts of tolerance education in the Boston public
schools, I first turned to local teaching journals that featured essays by classroom teachers. Attentive to the pressing needs of a nation at war, American
teachers struggled to articulate a theory and methodology of tolerance education that would overcome the curriculum’s potential shortcomings and deliver
the nation into an era of global security and prosperity. Teachers’ varied experiences teaching racial tolerance are recorded in intimate detail inside the
pages of national and local teaching journals from across the country (Burkholder, 2008).
The teaching journals in the state of Massachusetts and the city of Boston
stand out in marked contrast to these broader national trends. In the Massachusetts Teacher, school administrators (not classroom teachers) wrote the few
articles that touched upon the subject of education for racial tolerance, and
none of these examples came from Boston. One article, written in 1938 by
303
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ers’ groups, there is little evidence that Boston teachers shared this enthusiasm for learning about or teaching the cure for racial discrimination.18
Teachers’ disregard for intercultural education in Boston is especially significant given that the superintendent’s office encouraged such programming.
A review of the annual superintendent’s report on the Boston public schools
shows that as early as 1943 some school administrators viewed tolerance education as a strategic way for schools to aid the war effort, contending:

Harvard Educational Review

Through the exhibit, and assembly exercises, we thanked China and the Central
European countries for the gifts that their emigrants brought to our shores. We
thanked the Negro for the gift of song and music, for the rich melodious voices
with which they sing, and we thanked Russia for the spirited dance. (Henning,
1943, p. 17)

This appreciation of cultural “gifts” to American life was a defining feature of tolerance education (Selig, 2008) and reflects the librarian’s familiarity with national educational trends. Likewise, in 1947 a professor at the Boston Teachers College suggested ways to incorporate intercultural education
into preschool classes through stories and dolls from other lands; while this
article was filled with advice, it did not offer any specific examples of what was
taking place in nearby classrooms (Kallen, 1947). In addition, in the second
Boston-based example, in 1948 a teacher from the predominantly black Hyde
School published an article detailing her school’s commitment to Negro History Week, writing:
At the Hyde School the subject of Negro History is not displayed for one week
and then relegated to an educational museum for another future showing. No,
it is a living, vibrant subject, enriching the lives of both teachers and pupils in
everyday school activity. (Magee, 1948, p. 15)

Articles from both the Massachusetts Teacher and the Boston Teachers Newsletter, therefore, confirm that Massachusetts school administrators promoted
tolerance education and reveal that—in at least two examples—Boston public
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the superintendent of Monson public schools, bragged that in response to the
escalating international conflict, Massachusetts’ teachers promoted “international understanding” and “world friendship” through programs such as dinners, committees, and teacher workshops (Kimball, 1938).22 Another article
from Springfield in 1945, reported on that school system’s ongoing intercultural education program and insisted that “without disparagement of Plymouth Rock, we can afford greater dignity to Ellis Island” (Chatto, 1945, pp.
3–4). Although articles by the executive secretary of the National Council of
Christians and Jews and the vice chairman of the Massachusetts Board of Education chided teachers to “Teach Human Relations,” the accompanying photographs of all-white teachers and students through the 1940s and early 1950s
in the Massachusetts Teacher seemed to undercut this supposed appreciation for
diversity (Brinn, 1948; Hurwitz, 1948).
The Boston Teachers Newsletter, published by the Boston Teachers Club, provides only two examples of tolerance education in city schools in the war and
postwar era.23 In one, the Girls’ High School librarian reported that after the
History Club created a special display of dolls and artifacts on the “Japanese
Question” in 1943, the students decided to consider the special ways that other
immigrant groups had made a contribution to American life. The librarian
recounted the special programs conducted at her school, writing:
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school teachers taught about immigrants’ cultural gifts and African American
history. But two examples drawn from a fourteen-year period, between 1940
and 1954, at the height of tolerance education nationwide is a remarkably
small number, especially when compared to the dozens of articles on racial
tolerance pouring forth from similar teaching journals in New York City and
across the country (Burkholder, 2008). The dearth of firsthand accounts of
teaching racial tolerance in Boston in local teaching journals suggests that
Boston teachers did not adopt the curriculum to the same extent as other
urban teachers.
This is especially striking because intercultural education was most popular
in urban schools in places like New York City, Detroit, Seattle, San Francisco,
and San Diego (Banks, 2005; Burkholder, 2010; Fleegler, 2008; Pak 2002,
2001; Perlstein, 1999; Shaffer, 1996), and what is more, nearby Springfield,
Massachusetts, was considered the nation’s most successful “living laboratory”
of intercultural education. Educators in Springfield bragged about what they
called “A Community’s Total War on Prejudice” and later published intercultural textbooks based on years of tolerance programming in the Springfield
schools (Chatto & Halligan, 1945; Halligan, 1943; Wise, 1945). Likewise, state
politicians insisted that “our experience in Massachusetts has definitely convinced us that improvement in understanding and action or behavior is dependent largely but not entirely, upon education” (Warren, 1945, p. 513).
This institutional support did not necessarily translate into classroom practice in Boston schools. For example, Wilhelmina Crosson, the teacher quoted
at the beginning of this essay, never published an account of intercultural
education that took place in Boston. Crosson was a leading intercultural educator of the era who spent a year studying intercultural education abroad
in Mexico. She also happened to be an editor for the city teaching journal.
While Crosson’s articles on intercultural education published in the national
white and black educational presses demonstrate her commitment to teaching
racial tolerance and especially Negro History, none of these articles described
classroom examples of tolerance education under way in Boston. Similarly,
her articles in the Boston Teachers Newsletter neatly skirted the subject of tolerance programming in Boston (Crosson, 1933; Dagbovie, 2003; “The Eighteenth Annual Celebration,” 1943; Simms-Wood, 1996). While it seems likely
that Crosson taught intercultural lessons behind the closed doors of her classroom, it is equally clear that she was unable or unwilling to publish accounts of
this work in the local or national educational press. This suggests that despite
administrative support for tolerance education, local teachers were reluctant
to disclose specific examples of classroom practice.
The absence of reports on any tolerance programs in the black press is
another indication that these programs did not exist in Boston. If lessons on
racial tolerance were introduced in Boston in the 1940s, we would expect the
local black press to comment favorably on the new initiative (Fairclough, 2007;
Fultz, 1995; Karpinski, 2008; Ramsey, 2008). In fact, the Boston Chronicle’s edu-
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Resisting Tolerance Education in Boston Public Schools
Despite institutional support from the superintendent of the Boston public
schools, state and federal governments, local nonprofit organizations, and
nearby universities—and regardless of the popularity of intercultural education in the surrounding towns and nationwide—it appears that Boston teachers did not teach racial tolerance the way that other teachers in the United
States did in the 1940s. I view teachers’ decisions not to teach racial tolerance
as deliberate acts of resistance, and ones that drew on the structural power of
Irish Catholic dominance of all aspects of Boston politics.
An analysis of tolerance education in Boston during World War II illuminates new aspects of racialized educational politics in Boston through the
1960s and 1970s. First, unlike most cities after 1943, intercultural education in
Boston was directed at “race relations” between white ethnic groups. It was a
rash of anti-Semitic violence in Boston that prompted the governor to create a
special committee, not rioting, or even the threat of riots, from Boston blacks,
who represented only a fraction of the city’s total population. What is more,
this particular form of racial prejudice was blamed on Boston’s Irish Catholic
citizens—who happened to dominate not only local politics, including the city
council and the school committee, but, more importantly, the coveted teaching jobs in Boston’s public schools (Connolly, 1998; Cronin, 2008; Formisano,
1991; Stegner, 1944).
The significance of these ethnic, racial, religious, and class tensions is difficult to tease out, but it seems that Irish Catholic teachers and politicians did
not have the same high regard for lessons on racial tolerance and goodwill
as did their black, Jewish, and liberal Protestant colleagues. Implicated for
the embarrassing violence against local Jews, most Irish Catholic teachers in
Boston balked at teaching racial tolerance of Jews, blacks, Italians, and other
minority groups. This explanation is challenging to prove and rests more on
a kind of reverse logic than on written evidence. We know, for example, that
Jewish and black teachers in places like New York City were more likely than
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cational coverage during World War II and the postwar era featured articles
about intellectual freedom in the high schools, the growing demand for integrated and nonracist textbooks, and the discrimination black children faced at
the hands of white teachers. For instance, the headline on September 9, 1939,
charged “BARE SCHOOL ABUSE: Charge that Teacher Preached Jim-Crow”
and detailed the unrelenting horror that black children faced in an integrated
but unnamed suburban school just outside of the city, including segregation in
the classroom, and physical, verbal, and emotional abuse. Nowhere, however,
did Boston Chronicle reporters mention local public schools that taught Negro
history or racial egalitarianism as part of a new curriculum of anti-prejudice
education.
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their white Protestant and Catholic colleagues to teach racial tolerance (Johnson, 2004; Markowitz, 1993). Furthermore, there is compelling evidence that
Catholics in New York City objected to tolerance programming and worked
together to halt lessons on intercultural education. For instance, the predominantly Catholic Teachers Alliance coordinated a letter-writing and media campaign to end intercultural training for teachers in New York City.24 Tensions
between Jewish and Catholic teachers in New York City were exacerbated by
the fact that Jewish teachers now outnumbered Irish Catholic teachers, who
had dominated the teaching profession in the 1920s and 1930s (Bayor, 1988;
Collins, 2006). Finally, tensions between conservative Catholic and progressive
Protestant and Jewish teachers exploded in New York City in 1946 and again in
1949 when an Irish Catholic teacher named May Quinn was caught teaching
explicitly anti-Semitic and antiblack lessons in her civics classes (Biondi, 2003;
“Education,” 1946; Zeitz, 2007). The predominantly Irish Catholic Teachers
Alliance, over 6,800 members strong, rallied around Quinn and pushed back
against the requirement that teachers should promote “tolerance” for racial
minorities, insisting that lessons on racial tolerance represented a subversive
communist plot organized by political extremists. As the organization insisted
in one publication, “We can not afford to let the extremists win. America
must remain American. Be realistic.”25 Between 1945 and 1947, a coalition of
Catholic educators and clergy in New York City, in a series of newspaper stories with headlines like “City Sponsors Course by Reds for Teachers,” (1947)
insisted that intercultural education was a communist attack on American values, a tactic that forced the board of education to end several course offerings
in intercultural education for local teachers. (“Another School Course Conducted by Leftists,” 1947; “Will the Bigots Take over Our Schools?” (Woltman,
1947).26 While this evidence is drawn from New York City and not Boston,
it nevertheless underscores Catholic opposition to educational programs of
racial tolerance in the 1940s. In New York City, Catholics protested intercultural education after it was instituted by the board of education. In contrast,
in Boston, Catholics enjoyed a political majority that included substantial control of public education. Given this political power, Boston Catholics were
able to undermine intercultural education in the city’s schools before it ever
took root.
As Zeitz (2007) explains in his in-depth analysis of the relationship between
Jews and Catholics in the postwar era, it is dangerous to characterize all Catholics as being politically conservative, just as it is problematic to assume that all
Jews supported a liberal agenda. While it is difficult to tease out the political
motivations of historical actors, it is easier to plot the political sensibilities of
urban ethnic groups. Zeitz found that in New York City, ethnicity greatly influenced the political debates over racial tolerance and academic freedom in the
1940s and 1950s. Zeitz explains, “At the heart of that dialog were fundamental disagreements about citizens’ proper relationship to public authority and
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conflicting fears about which totalitarian ideology most threatened American
democracy—the fascist threat to individual liberties or the communist threat
to national unity” (p. 91). Liberal teachers wanted to promote racial tolerance
and understanding in the schools in order to shore up the American citizenry
against the inroads of fascist claims of racial superiority, while more politically
and socially conservative teachers viewed any effort to celebrate potentially
undesirable ethnic traits as a subversive Communist plot designed to undermine American unity.
Compared to New York City, Boston in the 1940s did not have enough liberal Jewish, Protestant, or black teachers to garner support for a wide-ranging
program of intercultural education. In the 1940s, Irish Americans dominated
all aspects of political power in Boston, including the hiring of new teachers.
As Connolly demonstrates, political entrepreneurs working in early twentiethcentury Boston constructed an urban identity that drew on the language of
progressivism to craft a revised narrative of epic Irish-Yankee conflict designed
to mobilize voters along ethnic lines. Irish Catholic politicians like John F.
“Honey Fitz” Fitzgerald and James Michael Curley “cast the city’s predominantly Yankee economic elite as selfish interests, greedily conspiring to deprive
the city’s blue collar, immigrant majority—‘the people’—of the social and
political power they deserved” (Connolly, 1998, p. 3). Because immigrants and
their children were in the majority in Boston, this new “ethnic progressivism”
became the lens through which many Bostonians interpreted their place in
the larger community. The Great Depression only deepened these divisions as
ethnic communities mobilized by reform rhetoric began to clash. Meanwhile,
as middle-class immigrants fled to the suburbs, the predominantly workingclass ethnic Bostonians who were left behind became even more socially and
culturally isolated. For residents of these neighborhoods, ethnic progressivism came to be an especially potent way to explain the nature of public life in
Boston.
Since it was illegal for suburban teachers to teach in Boston’s public
schools, Jewish and Protestant teachers were more likely to work in the surrounding suburbs where they lived than in the city proper. While the city kept
no official records of teachers’ racial identities, a 1957 survey located only
one hundred black teachers in the city,27 and the numbers would have been
significantly lower in the early 1940s. Boston’s teaching force, therefore, was
overwhelmingly Irish Catholic, even in predominantly black schools. Because
married women could not work as public school teachers, the teaching force
also tended to be quite young (Cronin, 2008). Meanwhile, blacks in Boston
were just beginning to find their political voice during World War II (Deutsch,
2004; Hayden, 1991; Schneider, 1997). The slow expansion of black political organizing in the city over the 1940s and the lack of black teachers and
administrators in the public school system, combined with a homogenous
and young Irish Catholic teaching force and the reticence of local politicians
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The Rise of Black Educational Activism
Because Boston never experienced the kinds of massive tolerance education
programs that cities like Springfield, Detroit, New York City, and San Diego
did during the war and in the postwar era, schools never emphasized proper
forms of interracial relations or the significance of “tolerance” for racial
minorities. Whether or not students and teachers in these other cities actually became less racially prejudiced as a result of intercultural education is
irrelevant. What is important is that by promoting tolerance education in the
public schools through different subject matter over a series of years, schools
conveyed the significance of using proper language and etiquette when speaking to or about a racial minority. In places where these lessons never occurred,
teachers and students received a very different message about how welleducated people could and should interact with racial minorities. In the
decades that followed, black Bostonians began to complain bitterly that white
teachers disrespected their children and mistreated them in the classroom
(Batson, 2001; Theoharis, 2005). White teachers and administrators, on the
other hand, experienced minimal pressure to mask or mitigate their contempt for blacks and refused to accommodate black parents’ modest requests
to improve educational equality in the public school system (Batson, 2001;
Cronin, 2008; Formisano, 1991; Lukas, 1985; Theoharis, 2001, 2005).
The experience of black educational activists in Boston was thus very different than the experience of activists in New York City, where a large and
politically active black community petitioned for tolerance programming and
integrated schools. Although educational activists in New York City met with
challenges and faced a great deal of resistance from the board of education,
there is also ample evidence that politicians listened to black activists and made
at least token gestures to improve educational equality for black children. For
example, black educational activists in 1950 convinced the board of education
to rezone Morris High School in the Bronx when changing neighborhood
demographics predicted the school would become all-black. As a result, the
school went from 70 percent black to 40 percent black, and with the help of a
modernization campaign, it became a desirable and highly integrated school
for years to come (Biondi, 2003). In stark contrast, black parents and community activists in Boston never had the political power to initiate meaningful changes to educational equality in the Boston public schools, including
simple requests for tolerance education. For this reason, as the next section
details, black educational activists in Boston attempted to seize for themselves
the political power to enact educational improvement.
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to acknowledge any form of “racial discrimination” in the city, all worked
together to eviscerate lessons on racial tolerance in Boston’s schools during
World War II.
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Black Educational Activists Challenge Structural Racism

The South End is not a ghost town. There are real people living in the South End
whose children are entitled to as many privileges as any other children living in
this city. It is no accident that the most financially distressed region, the South
End with its predominantly Negro population should also possess the worst features of public education. The economic and social discrimination of the Negro
people in the South End is reflected in the neglect of educational standards for
its children. There is no more democratic way of beginning a sound building
construction program than by eliminating the regional differences in the building standards and making the most sub-standard region, the South End, the
starting point of a new school building development. (Batson, 2001, p. 44)

The Parents’ Federation protest fell on deaf ears, and within months the
organization was forced to dissolve after being red-baited as Communist. Batson, however, was far from deterred, and in the fall of 1951 she ran for a
seat on the Boston School Committee. The first black man or woman to run
for the School Committee in the twentieth century, Batson campaigned on a
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The consolidation and abuse of Irish Catholic political power in the Boston
public schools did not go unnoticed by reformers in the 1940s. In 1944, the
Boston Finance Commission appropriated $75,000 for an outside study of the
Boston public school system. The document, known as the Strayer Report,
condemned the School Committee for interfering with the administration of
the schools and for serving as a blatant political springboard (Strayer, 1944).
The report also noted that the schools in predominantly black neighborhoods
were the oldest and in the greatest need of repair (Batson, 2001).28 Ruth Batson, among other local black parents and civil rights activists, often cited this
report as an important measure of specific inequalities in the public schools
that happened to correspond to race. Batson, the daughter of West Indian
immigrants and mother of three children in the public schools, began inquiring about the state of education available to black students beginning in 1949.
She was outraged to find that predominantly white schools had far better
resources than majority black schools, such as cafeterias, libraries, and gymnasiums (Theoharis, 2005).
On November 30, 1950, Batson joined activists from the Parents’ Federation to protest Mayor John B. Hynes’s opposition to the building of a new
school in a largely black neighborhood in the South End. According to the
mayor, new school construction should be undertaken in “growing areas” like
Hyde Park, not congested areas like the South End (Batson, 2001, p. 44).
Protestors dismissed the mayor’s logic and charged that he was intentionally
building new schools in white middle-class neighborhoods while ignoring the
desperate need for new facilities in predominantly black working-class ones.
Batson’s eloquent response to Mayor Hynes is worth quoting at length because
it highlights the way black educational activists focused on structural inequalities in the public schools.
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broad political platform designed to appeal to parents of all schoolchildren,
including:

Education for Democracy: Interracial Understanding and Responsible
Citizenship. (Batson, 2001, p. 45; Theoharis, 2005, p. 21)

Batson lost her campaign for the School Committee, but she began to garner political support from local activists and gain the interest of the black press
(Theoharis, 2005). Weeks after the election, she telephoned the local chapter
of the NAACP to ask for help when she learned that her daughter’s school
did not have a science curriculum (unlike white schools in Boston), only to
be told that the Boston NAACP did not handle questions about schools. The
next day, the NAACP called Batson back and invited her to chair their newly
formed public school subcommittee. Batson accepted the position and began
to document and protest the gross inequalities between white and black public
schools in Boston, including overcrowding, dilapidated school buildings, inferior school health care, outdated curriculum materials, and the tracking of
black students into vocational and industrial education (Theoharis, 2005).
The Supreme Court’s decision to outlaw racial segregation in American
public schools in the landmark 1954 case Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
had a profound impact on Batson and other black educational activists in Boston. For the first time, these activists began to imagine that the existence of
racially segregated schools in Boston was itself an injustice (Theoharis, 2005).
As Batson explained:
The reading of this landmark decision by members of the Boston Branch NAACP
Public School Subcommittee was that if legal segregation was illegal, it followed
that the de facto segregation in practice in Boston would also be illegal. In our
minds, segregation was segregation. At that time we knew of no legal action which
confined the majority of black children to schools with the poorest facilities and
where the education was proving to be demonstrably poorer than the schools
attended by a majority white population (Batson, 2001, pp. 47–48).29

As in nearly every other part of the country, however, changes to separate and unequal public schools in Boston did not materialize as anticipated
in the wake of Brown (Carson, 2004; Daugherity & Bolton, 2008; Patterson,
2001; Scott, 2004). Meanwhile, as more blacks moved to Boston and more
whites moved to the suburbs, by 1960 the number of black citizens in Boston
increased to more than sixty thousand, or 9.1 percent of the total popula311
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1. Replacement of obsolete and inadequate school buildings
2. Hot lunch program for elementary grades
3. Better working conditions for teachers
a. Cost-of-living increases
b. Relief time for elementary teachers
c. Removal of marriage prevention barrier for women teachers
4. Institute procedures for the emotional stability of children
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tion (Batson, 2001). Inspired by the rising civil rights movement in the South,
black parents in Boston began to demand more from their public schools.
Recalling this surging tide of black educational activism, Batson explained,
“While the overcrowded classrooms and outdated books outraged the parents,
the disrespect black parents felt was aimed at them and their children was
most painful. There were no black principals and very few black teachers in
the Boston public schools. Parents perceived this situation as having no advocates for their children” (pp. 63–64).
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Figure 1 Ruth Batson’s Campaign Poster for the Boston School Committee, 1951.
Permission to use image granted by the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute,
Harvard University.
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In each of the cities studied it was stated emphatically that pupils are distributed
in schools according to the neighborhoods in which they live. This principle
seems to be very much of a New England custom which Massachusetts school
departments have inherited. Consequently when congestion of any group into
one section of a town or city occurs it is bound to result in a preponderance of
that group in the enrollment of that neighborhood school. This situation might
get to the point where the minority group members in a school become so large
that so-called de facto segregation appears.31
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In June 1961, Batson helped organize a meeting between the NAACP and
the MCAD led by Mildred Mahoney. At this meeting, the NAACP “conveyed
to the Commission that de facto segregation in Boston had been an item very
much under discussion for the past five years by the NAACP on the national,
regional, and local levels” (Batson, 2001, p. 68). MCAD agreed to conduct a
survey of racial inequalities in the Boston public schools and to facilitate a
meeting between the NAACP and the superintendent of Boston public schools.
At a follow-up meeting in July, Batson peppered Superintendent Frederick
J. Gillis with questions designed to highlight racial segregation and inequality at a structural level within the schools. Questions about percentages of
racial minorities in each school, the quality of teachers and curricula in these
schools, academic versus vocational education, and tracking of black students
into black schools were deflected by a suspicious, and then angry, superintendent. Flustered, Gillis finally pulled out a city map and tried to argue that the
problem was simply a question of residential patterns and that in predominantly black neighborhoods it was normal to find predominantly black schools
(Batson, 2001).
The next meeting, in August, did not go well for Batson. Better prepared
for the meeting, Superintendent Gillis became hostile and demanded, “What
is the complaint? What are they [NAACP] trying to prove?” (Batson, 2001, p.
73). Batson met once again with Mahoney and other educational activists at
MCAD’s office, and Mahoney agreed to help by conducting a survey of racial
segregation and discrimination in the public schools. MCAD reported its findings in the 1961 Annual Report. The project was compromised from the outset
by the fact that city and state officials did not keep track of the racial identities
of either students or teachers; nevertheless, it is clear that MCAD was willing
to overlook blatant examples of racial inequality in the public schools. Interviewing school administrators in Boston, Cambridge, New Bedford, Springfield, and Worcester, MCAD reported that local schools were both racially integrated and nondiscriminatory. The report quoted administrators like the one
from Pittsfield who insisted that “there is complete integration on the playfield, at school functions, and, of course, in the classroom.”30
In the end, MCAD sided with school administrators, acknowledging that
while some schools were predominantly white or predominantly black, this
fact reflected residential housing patterns and not explicit racial discrimination or inequality on the part of school officials.

Harvard Educational Review

In 1962, sixteen years later, and after every major industrial state north of the
Mason-Dixon line except one has enacted similar legislation, there is absolutely
no justification for such timidity. Mrs. Mahoney still points with pride to what
she considers the favorable image of the Commission as a quietly acting, polite,
not litigious agency. I am sure that that image is both received and welcomed in
comfortable circles which are quite remote from the problems of Negroes. On
the other hand, within the Negro community with which I am intimately familiar,
the image of the Commission is that of a body which acts too slowly, too narrowly,
and too infrequently.33

Although strongly worded, Barshak’s critique of both MCAD and Mahoney
was accurate. In Mahoney’s archived papers is her original copy of this letter,
complete with her handwritten comments and pages of furiously scribbled
response. Essentially, Mahoney claimed that her job had always been to negotiate a solution to charges of racial discrimination in order to avoid “forcing”
companies to comply with antidiscrimination legislation. For example, she
wrote in the margin, “I claim a most important duty is to promote good will”
and then added in parentheses, “if possible.”34
It was clear to the governor that the sixty-eight-year-old, white, moderate
Mildred H. Mahoney was no longer the right person to chair the MCAD. Seizing the moment to signal his attention to the increasingly vocal demands of
Boston’s civil rights activists, Governor Peabody nominated Ruth Batson for
the position, and she accepted (see figure 2). The white press was outraged
and complained:
What they really have against Mrs. Mahoney, we discovered, is that she isn’t “militant.” The trouble, it seems, is that when she catches someone violating the law,
instead of hitting him over the head at a public hearing or dragging him into
court, she convinces him that he’s wrong and gets him to mend his ways” (Dalton, 1964).35
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Local educational activists felt betrayed by this report, which glossed over
pervasive racial discrimination and intentional segregation in Boston’s public
schools. The fact that the report was commissioned and reported by the one
public institution committed to upholding antidiscrimination laws felt like
a double betrayal. Paradoxically, the 1961 report only galvanized civil rights
activists in Boston, who now targeted not only de facto racial segregation in
the public schools but also the ineffective Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination.
By May 1962, letters flooded into Governor Endicott Peabody’s office
demanding that Mahoney be replaced with a chairperson willing to take stronger steps to challenge racial discrimination against African Americans. Edward
J. Barshak, a black attorney and civil rights activists in Boston, wrote one such
letter, noting that the MCAD had always been “particularly distinguished by
the apprehensive timidity with which it approached the task of enforcing the
new anti-discrimination statutes.”32 Barshak continued:
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The Jewish Times agreed, writing,

Leading civil rights organizations in the city responded to this mounting
criticism with a 1964 report of their own entitled “Permission to Discriminate:
An Evaluation of the MCAD.” According to the report,
The most significant charge against the MCAD is that it permits and condones
discrimination against Negro citizens. This fact—and not its generally moderate
attitude or its use of conciliatory methods—is the cause of the rapidly mounting
dissatisfaction with the agency expressed by the Negro community and by most
civil rights groups. (p. 1)

In particular, civil rights activists charged that when black parents challenged
de facto segregation of Boston’s schools, MCAD did nothing to help and even
promoted the deceptive and troubling concept of “neighborhood schools,”
which activists believed whites used as a subterfuge to preserve racially segregated schools.37
From her new podium, Batson led Boston’s diverse black communities in a
powerful assault on racial inequality in the public schools. Batson wielded her
political influence not to persuade white teachers to teach special lessons on
racial tolerance but, instead, to reconfigure the institution of public education
to serve all citizens equally, including integrating the schools, equalizing educational facilities, promoting respect for black history and culture, and hiring
more black teachers and administrators (Theoharis, 2005). But even with new
political power, the support of Boston’s famed universities, local white liberals,
and the judiciary system, black civil rights activists discovered that the process
of integrating and equalizing the public schools in Boston to be incredibly
challenging in the face of intransigent white resistance and deeply institutionalized structural racism. It would take a judicial decree in 1974 to force the
Boston School Committee to instigate meaningful racial integration in the
public schools. Although integration proceeded uneventfully in many Boston
neighborhoods, others were the site of some of the most violent acts of white
resistance to school integration of the twentieth century.
The failure of racial liberalism in the 1940s cultivated a different kind of
civil rights agenda in Boston than in cities that had more effective programs
of intercultural education, such as New York City, because it simultaneously
reflected and reified a particularly hostile strand of white supremacy. Thus,
for example, in Boston, politicians and school board members viewed racially
integrated schools as a threat to their political hegemony and mobilized every
available resource to rebuff black educational demands at any cost. In contrast, in New York City, politicians and school board members opted not to
take a hard-line stand against the integration of public schools and instead
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“The inference now is that because the Negro Revolution has been noticeably
accelerated in America, the methodology and approaches of a Mildred Mahoney
are old-fashioned and obsolete” (Goldberg, 1964).36

Harvard Educational Review

developed a more subtle process of limited concessions and token improvements to mediate black educational demands. By the late 1960s, black educational activists in New York City demanded “community control”; that is, they
wanted the white school board to hand over control of predominantly black
schools to black teachers and community leaders, who they believed could better educate black children. The New York City Board of Education conceded
to this demand (Podair, 2004; Pritchett, 2003; Ravitch, 2000).
Meanwhile, in Boston, black educational activists remained focused on
access to equal educational opportunities, a goal they did not believe they
would ever achieve without breaking down the rigid barriers that separated
“white” and “black” schools. When a court order in 1974 finally forced Boston
to integrate its schools, a segment of the white population was so furious they
threw bricks and bottles at black schoolchildren when they arrived at schools
in “white” neighborhoods. The many complex demographic, social, and political differences between Boston and New York make it impractical to use this
cross-city perspective to articulate a definitive relationship between tolerance
education in the 1940s and school integration in the 1960s and 1970s. Nevertheless, this comparison does at least suggest the possibility that the relative
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Figure 2 Massachusetts Governor Endicott Peabody swears in Ruth Batson as
chair of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, 1963. Permission
to use photograph granted by the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard
University.
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Conclusion
Integration and the struggle to overcome structural inequality are not only
issues of the past. In the spring of 2009, Boston policy makers renewed the
debate about whether or not to end busing programs in the city. Boston is
now a majority minority school district, with Latinos edging out African Americans as the largest segment of the public school population. Forced budget
cuts due to the economic recession prompted policy makers to look for new
ways to save money. Although the city stopped busing students in order to
achieve racial balance in 1999, various busing programs remain to support
school choice and educational equity.
In a recent op-ed, a well-known civil rights veteran agreed that the time
had come to end busing programs in Boston. Writing in the Boston Globe, Ted
Landsmark (2009) suggested that the volatile history of forced busing in Boston tainted policy makers’ ability to make the correct decision in the present: “Boston’s new mélange of residents carries little direct memory of the
emotionally charged arguments that drove politics then, and like 21st-century
Americans, Boston’s residents look forward, rather than back to a time of civic
strife and violence” (p. A11). Ending busing programs, according to this college president, would give school administrators an additional $40 million to
spend on more tangible needs, such as arts, music, technology, and physical
education, while ending unnecessary and unwanted educational reforms from
a bygone era (Landsmark, 2009).
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lack of racial liberalism and its corresponding programs of tolerance education in the 1940s in Boston had a lingering effect on civil rights strategies and
school desegregation well into the 1970s.
Widespread tolerance education in certain school districts helped cultivate
and define an “educated” citizenry that was at least familiar with the basic
scientific claims of racial egalitarianism and understood the minimal expectations of racial etiquette in a modern democracy. This does not mean that
white citizens in towns with more expansive tolerance programming were any
more “tolerant” than whites in Boston. This analysis raises a number of disturbing questions about the value of tolerance education in the past, as well
as in its more contemporary forms, such as multicultural and antiracist education. As one of the anonymous reviewers for Harvard Educational Review asked,
“Is it is ultimately more pernicious to have white people stone school buses
full of black children or to have white people smile at the bus of black schoolchildren as they feed them a deliberately inferior education?” Is it better to
cultivate a “tolerant” school culture where students, parents, and teachers are
expected to use appropriate language and behavior in their encounters with
racial others, or would it be better to allow racial prejudice to remain more visible in the hopes that this transparency would help civil rights activists develop
stronger and more definitive responses to entrenched white supremacy?
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While ending busing programs may seem both promising and equitable on
the surface, a more rigorous analysis reveals that busing provides key services
to certain minority students. To take one example, an end to busing programs
in Boston today would cut off access for many Latino students to the Rafael
Hernandez School in Roxbury, which for more than thirty years has taught
courses in both English and Spanish. The Hernandez School has a long track
record of helping students who speak one of those languages become fluent
in both while maintaining high test scores. Yet without the current busing program, this school would be limited to those students who live in the surrounding area, effectively cutting off students from other neighborhoods, including
heavily Latino East Boston (Vaznis, 2009).
While I can see why Landsmark’s call to move beyond the painful legacy of
busing appeals to Bostonians frustrated by decades of educational reforms, I
think it is dangerous to promote educational reforms based on deliberate historical amnesia. The history of twentieth-century educational activism in Boston is a densely rich, complex, and evocative story that goes far beyond the
tragic narrative of “forced busing.” By moving the analytical lens back into the
1940s and 1950s, policy makers bear witness to the abuse of power by white
Catholic school teachers in the 1940s in the form of forced tolerance. When
these teachers refused to conform to pedagogical models of racial liberalism,
they not only helped to solidify white identity and political power in the city of
Boston, but also unintentionally spurred black families in Boston to challenge
a stubborn, explicitly racist school system. Black activists eventually seized control of the very institutions, such as the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination, that failed to promote racial egalitarianism in the 1940s and
1950s.
With the benefit of hindsight and historical analysis, policy makers can recognize that the symbolic significance of busing in Boston is not that some
white people resisted it so emphatically that it made the national evening
news, but, rather, that it took more than twenty years of grassroots activism by
local black parents and activists to gain this concession in the first place. The
desegregation of Boston’s public schools occurred a full decade after the integration of public schools in the Jim Crow South. Perhaps it is time to end the
last vestiges of busing in Boston—but not without a full consideration of what
that would mean for the mostly poor black and Latino students in this struggling urban school system.
Contemporary reformers have to grapple with the complicated history of
racial inequality in the Boston public schools. The long history of the struggle
for racial equity in the Boston public schools helps us to analyze questions of
racial diversity and educational equality today through a more critical lens
than the casual ignorance prescribed by Landsmark. This history reminds us
that political power is contested and that we should seek out the voices of
minority parents, students, and activists in order to create schools that embody
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Notes
1. On popular intercultural textbooks, see Locke and Stern (1949), DuBois (1943, 1945),
Powdermaker (1944), Vickery and Cole (1943). The following educational journals
devoted entire issues to intercultural education: Journal of Educational Sociology 16(6)
and 18(9); Journal of Negro Education 13(3); Elementary English Review 21(3).
2. In 1938–1939, there were at least twenty-eight articles in the New York Times with “tolerance” in the headlines. See “Tolerance Rally” (1939) and “Tolerance Buttons” (1939).
3. Articles in teaching journals popularized the educational war on racism. See, for example, “Ammunition” (1947), Rider (1947), Wagner (1946), Williams (1946), Glicksberg
(1945), Walker (1944), Clara Commission (1943), “English Instruction and the War”
(1942), Farmer (1942), Fisher (1942), Molendyk and Edwards (1942), Orr (1942),
“Shall We Teach Them to Hate?” (1942), Syrkin (1942).
4. More than 750,000 copies of this text were printed, and it was translated into seven languages and multiple formats, including a children’s book entitled In Henry’s Back Yard;
a traveling poster series prepared by the Cranbrook Institute of Science and distributed by the American Missionary Association; a comic book entitled There Are No Master
Races, published by the Public Affairs Committee; and an animated film entitled Brotherhood of Man, sponsored by the United Auto Workers. Teaching journals reveal that all
these formats were popular in American schools. See Burkholder (2008).
5. For a survey of intercultural programs as practiced in every school district in the state
of New York, see Education for Unity in the Schools of New York State (1947). Also see Smiley
(1946), a national survey conducted by a professor of education at Teachers College,
Columbia University.
6. The Boston NAACP grew from eighty-eight members in 1929 to two thousand in 1937
(Cronin, 2008, p. 25; Hayden, 1991; Schneider, 1997, pp. 351–372). On the growth of
civil rights activism in 1930s Boston after the police shooting of an unarmed black man,
see Miller (2000).
7. M. J. Tobin (1944). Public policy pamphlet. Mildred Hodgman Mahoney Papers, 1944–
1969; MC201; Folder 10, Box 1; Schlesinger Library; Radcliffe Institute; Harvard University; Cambridge, MA (hereafter MHM Papers).
8. C. Dalton (1964, October 7). Off with her head. Boston Traveler; and E. Goldberg (1964,
December 3). An agonizing decision and the wave of the future. The Jewish Times. Both
in Folder 3, Box 1, MHM Papers.
9. Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, Newsletter, 1944; Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, Newsletter, 1946. In Folder
10, Box 1, MHM Papers.
10. Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, Newsletter, 1944; Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, Newsletter, 1946, Tobin,
Public Policy Pamphlet, 1944, all in Folder 10, Box 1, MHM Papers.
11. Mildred H. Mahoney, “Notes on Speeches at Boston University,” July 12, 1944. In Folder
8, Box 1, MHM Papers.
12. Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, 1946, p. 2.
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democratic ideals. It shows that race continues to be a potent factor in questions of educational equality, even though the question of who is raced is malleable and constantly shifting. Finally, it reminds us that public education is
one of the oldest and most compelling sites of both social justice activism and
white racist resistance and, as such, that it requires our constant vigilance.
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13. “Massachusetts Fair Employment Practices Commission,” Folder 34, Box 4, and “MCAD
Annual Reports, 1950–1969,” Folders 35–38, Box 4, MHM Papers.
14. P. Rice (1954). A legislative attack on education discrimination. Journal of Negro Education, 23(1), 99–106; Massachusetts Fair Employment Practices Commission, 1946–1949.
15. Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, 1946, p. 2.
16. Quote from Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, 1946, p.
11.
17. Ibid., pp. 10–11.
18. These examples are taken from the 1946 Scrapbook for Teachers published by the Governor’s Committee for Racial and Religious Understanding, p. 3. All years are available at
the Boston Public Library.
19. Boston School Department (1943, December). Annual report of the Superintendent, p.
9. City of Boston Archives, West Roxbury, MA (hereafter CB Archives).
20. Boston School Department (1945, December). Annual report of the Superintendent, p.
13. CB Archives.
21. Boston School Department (1952, December). Annual report of the Superintendent,
p. 34. Boston School Department (1947, December). Annual report of the Superintendent, p. 23, n.p. Both in CB Archives.
22. The Massachusetts Teacher is available in the Monroe C. Gutman Library, Harvard Graduate School of Education. For this article, I reviewed issues dating from 1938 to 1954.
Kimball (1938, pp. 5–6).
23. Boston Teachers Newsletter is available in the Schlesinger Library on the History of Women
in America at Radcliffe College, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. For this article, I
reviewed issues dating from 1942 to 1954.
24. A report by the New York Teachers Guild in 1938 cautioned that “the members of the
[Teachers] Alliance and the Signpost are greatly influenced by the pronouncements in
Catholic publications. I should say that 80 percent of the [Teachers] Alliance are Catholics.” Auxiliary Committee on Intolerance in the Schools, Teachers Guild, Minutes,
1938, United Federation of Teachers Records, WAG 022, Folder 30, Box 10, Tamiment
Library and Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, Elmer Holmes Bobst Library, New York
University, New York.
25. “A Declaration of Fundamental Principles by the American Educational Association Supplement to Educational Signposts,” 1938; United Federation of Teachers Records; WAG
022; Folder 30, Box 1; Tamiment Library and Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives; Elmer
Holmes Bobst Library; New York University; New York (hereafter UFT Records).
26. Letters of complaint about intercultural courses are on file from the editors of The
Tablet, the Catholic Teachers Association of the Diocese of Brooklyn, the Archdiocese
of New York, and the Teachers Alliance of New York. In fact, all of the letters of complaint about intercultural education programming in New York City from this period
come from organizations that are either Catholic or predominantly Catholic. For Tablet
articles, see folders 1a, 1b, 11, series 634, Records of the New York City [NYC] Board
of Education, Municipal Archives, New York. Associate Superintendent Jacob Greenberg, Intercultural Education Course Files, 1944–1953, Records of the NYC Board of
Education. Also see Series 562, “The Advisory Committee on Human Relations Files,
1945–1950,” Records of the NYC Board of Education. Although the Advisory Committee on Human Relations was shut down in 1947, it is clear that some members of the
NYC Board of Education remained committed to intercultural programming after this
time.
27. Illustration of surveys. (1957). Sponsored by State Advisory Council. Folder 2; Box 1,
MHM Papers.
28. Census records indicate there were about 23,000 African Americans living in Boston in
1940, about 3 percent of Boston’s population (Cronin, 2008, p. 25).
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